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1. Installation and Upgrade
LANSA Composer Client
A new Microsoft MSI based client installation program replaced the previous install. It will appear as
a separate item in the Control Panel "Programs and Features" list and can be uninstalled in the usual
way. Just like other Microsoft MSI installs, you can only install one copy of LANSA Composer version
6.0 client software per Windows computer.
Altova MapForce version 2016, release 2 (2016R2) is provided on the media. It is strongly
recommended that MapForce is upgraded to this level on all LANSA Composer clients.
LANSA Composer Server on IBM i
The LANSA Composer installation on IBM i servers now also supports installation into an
independent auxiliary storage pool (IASP).
Installation and configuration of LANSA Composer’s COMPOSER_RUN SOAP web service support is
now automatically included on IBM i servers. Previously, this required a manual installation and
configuration on an IBM i server).
LANSA Runtime Version Information
LANSA Composer version 6.0 is built on LANSA version 13SP2 at EPC 132900 and requires a runtime environment at the same or higher EPC level. It also requires LANSA Integrator at EPC level
132800. Existing Composer users who have installed LANSA Composer into an existing LANSA
system must follow this requirement .
The upgrade of standard LANSA Composer installations (in their own independent LANSA runtime
system) will upgrade all the necessary components.
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2. JSM Binding Scripts
This version of LANSA Composer introduces a new JSM Binding Script Configuration along with a
new JSM_BINDSCRIPT activity.
The JSM Binding Script Configuration is used to define scripts of LANSA Integrator (JSM) commands
to be used with selected LANSA Integrator services including the SOAPAgentService and the
JSONBindFileService.
The JSM_BINDSCRIPT activity is used to execute the scripts in a Processing Sequence.
Together, these features support a variety of new capabilities in your Business Process Integration
solutions, without programming.
The new capabilities include:
 A new way of invoking SOAP web services (as an alternative to the existing Transformation
Maps capability);
 A means of reading and writing JSON (JavaScript object notation) files;
 A means of creating PDF files.
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3. HTTP Outbound (Client) and Inbound (Server) Processing
This version of LANSA Composer greatly extends the existing support for inbound and outbound
HTTP processing. The new support positions LANSA Composer to participate as either client or
server in REST-style applications.

The changes are described under the following headings:






Existing HTTP Activities Renamed
New Suite of Advanced HTTP Activities
New HTTP Examples
Other HTTP Processing Changes

Existing HTTP Activities Renamed
Previous versions of LANSA Composer have provided a set of HTTP activities that, in a single
operation, can send an outbound HTTP request and receive the response or receive an inbound
request and send a response.
In this version, the existing set of HTTP activities have been renamed as follows in order to
accommodate the names of the New Suite of Advanced HTTP Activities.
 HTTP_GET is renamed to HTTP_SIMPLE_GET
 HTTP_POST is renamed to HTTP_SIMPLE_POST
 HTTP_INBOUND is renamed to HTTP_SIMPLE_INBOUND
Existing solutions using these activities will continue to operate without modification.
These activities remain the easiest and quickest to use if all you need to do is to send (or receive) a
request with an optional file as payload and receive (or send) the response.
New Suite of Advanced HTTP Activities
This version of LANSA Composer provides a completely new suite of nineteen HTTP activities for
more advanced applications.
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These activities break down HTTP operations that were previously performed with a single activity
into multiple operations that can be combined in many ways to implement more advanced HTTP
solutions. In addition they introduce new capabilities that were not available using the existing
activities.
The new activities position LANSA Composer to participate as either client or server in a wide variety
of HTTP transactions – including in REST-style applications.
The new activities are:
HTTP_BEGIN_INBOUND

Begin HTTP inbound request handling

HTTP_BEGIN_OUTBOUND

Begin HTTP outbound request handling

HTTP_END

End HTTP request processing

HTTP_MULTIPART_GET

Get inbound multipart component item

HTTP_MULTIPART_SET

Set outbound multipart component item

HTTP_PROPERTY_GET

Get HTTP protocol property value(s)

HTTP_PROPERTY_SET

Set HTTP protocol property value(s)

HTTP_RECEIVE_FILE

Receive a single file HTTP payload

HTTP_RECEIVE_MULTI

Receive HTTP payload as multipart content

HTTP_RECEIVE_NAMEVAL

Receive HTTP payload as name-value pairs

HTTP_RESET

Reset for further HTTP outbound requests

HTTP_RESPOND_FILE

Send file as response to HTTP request

HTTP_RESPOND_MULTI

Send multipart content as response to HTTP request

HTTP_RESPOND_NAMEVAL

Send name-value pairs as response to HTTP request

HTTP_RESPOND_STATUS

Send status as response to HTTP request

HTTP_SEND

Send request to HTTP server

HTTP_SEND_FILE

Send file to HTTP server

HTTP_SEND_MULTI

Send multipart content to HTTP server

HTTP_SEND_NAMEVAL

Send name-value pairs to HTTP server
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New HTTP Examples
LANSA Composer ships with new working example Processing Sequences illustrating the use of the HTTP
processing support. Refer to Example Processing Sequences for information on installing and using the example
Processing Sequences. Refer to the notes supplied with the examples for instructions for their use.
Name

Description

EXAMPLE_HTTPGET1

Example HTTP outbound using HTTP_SIMPLE_GET

EXAMPLE_HTTPGET2

Example HTTP outbound using
HTTP_BEGIN_OUTBOUND

EXAMPLE_HTTPUPLOAD

Example HTTP inbound using
HTTP_BEGIN_INBOUND

Other HTTP Processing Changes
Further HTTP-related changes include:
 The HTTP_SIMPLE_INBOUND activity has been extended with new output parameters that
better support its use with a JSMPROXY proxy server. In addition, new RESPONSESTATUS
and RESPONSEMESSAGE input parameters allow the response status and message to be
specified. The response status and message are used in the event that no response file path
is specified. Previously, the activity always sent a 200 (OK) response in this case.


The HTTP outbound configuration has been extended to provide support, if required, for the
Server Name Indication (SNI) extension to the TLS protocol that may be implemented by
webservers that allow multiple secure (HTTPS) websites to be served from the same IP
address.
This new capability is supported by both the New Suite of Advanced HTTP Activities and in
the existing HTTP_SIMPLE_GET and HTTP_SIMPLE_POST activities.

In addition, the documentation of the HTTP support in the LANSA Composer Guide has been revised
and extended.
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4. Deployment
A number of enhancements to Export and Import support provide for much faster, easier and more
powerful deployment of solutions built with LANSA Composer.
These





are described under the following headings:
Flexible and Powerful New Export Capabilities
Export User Interface Revised
New Quick Export Feature
Other Deployment Changes

Flexible and Powerful New Export Capabilities
This version of LANSA Composer provides much greater power and flexibility when selecting items
for deployment. Whether defining a re-useable Export List or performing an impromptu export, it
now possible to define the items to be included in the export by one or more of the following means:
1. Dynamically, using search criteria including by type, by generic name and/or by selecting
last-changed details such as Changed From date, Changed To date and Changed by user
(new feature).
2. By including other Export Lists (existing capability). The included Export Lists can,
themselves, make use of the extended capabilities described here.
3. By including specific items (existing capability)
4. By explicitly excluding specific items (new feature)
In addition, leveraging the new cross-reference capabilities introduced in version 5.0, this version of
LANSA Composer provides new Include related items support. For each included item or for each
set of search criteria, the user can choose to automatically include related items. A Recursive option
is provided.
Related items are those other items that a definition uses. For example, a Processing Sequence
may refer to Transformation Maps, other Processing Sequences, configurations and other items.
This new option permits those other items to be automatically included in the export without having
to manually identify and include them.
Export User Interface Revised
The user-interface for Export and for Export Lists has been completely revised to accommodate the
new functionality and to make it easier and faster to use.
There are five expandable and collapsible sections shown. Four of them provide for defining items
to be included or excluded using dynamic search criteria, export lists or specific inclusions and
exclusions.
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The fifth section provides a preview of the effective list of items that will be exported according to
the current specifications. As you modify your export list, you can repeatedly display this preview to
check the effects of your changes.

The Export List display will now load much more quickly because only the included items are loaded.
Adding specific items is now accomplished through a separate browser window in which you can
employ searches similar to the facilities provided in the instance lists. This provides for much
simpler and faster identification and selection of items to be included or excluded.
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New Quick Export Feature
LANSA Composer provides a Quick Export feature that provides the most convenient way to quickly
create an export of one or a limited number of definitions of the same type.
You use Quick Export while working with LANSA Composer definitions such as Processing
Sequences, Transformation Maps, Trading Partners, all types of configurations and others. Quick
Export allows you to quickly create an export of the item(s) you are working with without having to
define an export list and without having to choose items for an impromptu export.

Other Deployment Changes
Further deployment-related changes include:
 Export items are now exported in order of their names within their definition type. (This is
only really apparent if you open the .export file in a text editor.)


Items available for import are now shown in order of their names within their definition type.
This makes it much easier to locate and select from the items available for import.



The System Setting Show supplied definitions for export has been removed as it is no longer
applicable.



When you export trading partner definitions, the export also includes the list of linked
directories for the trading partner. When exporting each linked directory path, LANSA
Composer tests whether the directory is a “child” of either the Default trading partner linked
directory or the Home path relative to server specified in System Settings. If it is, then
LANSA Composer stores the relative path and, on import, it reconstructs the linked directory
path relative to the corresponding system setting in the target system. In addition, the
import can (subject to import options) create the directory paths on the target system on
import.
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5. Processing Sequence Capabilities and Performance
Processing sequence functional and performance related changes have been made as described under the
following headings:





Compound Conditional Expressions
Optimized Assignment and Conditional Expression Evaluations
Processing Sequence Performance Data Collection
Other Revised Processing Sequence Capabilities

Compound Conditional Expressions
The WHILE, UNTIL, CASE, IF and ELSEIF directives require that you specify a conditioning
expression. In addition, conditioning expressions may optionally be specified with LEAVE,
CONTINUE, SUSPEND and TERMINATE directives.
LANSA Composer has always supported simple conditioning expressions such as:
&MYNUMBER *GT 3
This version of LANSA Composer now supports compound conditional expressions. This type of
expression consists of two or more simple expressions with conjunctions and optional parentheses.
This is an example of a compound conditioning expression:
(&MYNUMBER *GT 3 *OR &MYSTRING *EQ ‘ABC’) *AND &MYDAY = ‘MONDAY’
Optimized Assignment and Conditional Expression Evaluations
Significant enhancements have been made to the run-time performance of assignment and
conditional expressions.
Any assignment or conditional expression in a processing sequence item that is evaluated more than
once will benefit markedly when evaluated the second and subsequent times. The impact of this
change on overall run-time performance will, of course, depend on the processing sequence and the
number of assignment and conditional expressions that it contains and the number of times they are
executed in a typical run relative to the other work that the processing sequence does.
Assignment expressions are evaluated in Assign processing sequence directives. Conditional
expressions are evaluated in While, Until, Case, If and ElseIf directives. In addition, conditional
expressions can optionally be used in Leave, Continue, Suspend and Terminate directives.
No changes to processing sequences are required to realize the benefit of this change.
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Processing Sequence Performance Data Collection
This version of LANSA Composer provides support for collecting and analyzing detailed performance
data for processing sequence runs. Performance data collected includes elapsed times, processor
times, I/O statistics and memory usage information. The exact list of available data items varies
according to whether LANSA Composer is running on an IBM i or Windows server.
You can display the collected performance data in the LANSA Composer client application. You can
also export it to a CSV file for further analysis.

Other Revised Processing Sequence Capabilities
Other changes to Processing Sequence Capabilities include:
 The LOOP processing directive now supports a new Distinct values option. When Yes is
selected for this option, the LOOP will only process distinct (unique) values in the variable
list.


Long-running Processing Sequences, in particular, will benefit from reduced memory
consumption, leading to improved run-time performance. This will also apply to long-running
jobs, such as an HTTP server job, that repeatedly executes Processing Sequences.



Activity and processing sequence parameter values, trading partner and system property
values, and processing sequence variable values may now be up to a maximum 1024
characters in length. Previously a maximum of 256 applied.
Due to the necessity, when used in certain contexts to surround alphanumeric values with
quotes (and to escape embedded quotes), the maximum length in practice will be 1022 or
less. The maximum length for the parameter value(s) received by any particular activity is
subject to the activity implementation and may be less. Not all supplied activities have been
updated, where it might be appropriate, to receive and/or return the longer values. Some
external interfaces will continue to limit values to 256 characters or less, for example, for
Processing Sequence parameters.
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6. Processing Sequence Run History and Logs
LANSA Composer’s logging features are high amongst customers’ favorite aspects of the software.
In this version, this has been further enhanced in the following ways:
 New Process Monitor
 Other Changes to Run History
 Find in Processing Sequence Log
 Other Changes to Processing Sequence Logging
New Process Monitor
The new Process Monitor provides a full chronological record of all Processing Sequence runs and
allows you to search, view and print the Processing Sequence Logs. It can only be run from within
the LANSA Composer client application, but, on the other hand, and in contrast to the new
Management Console (or the deprecated Operations Console), it does not require LANSA Composer
web-server components to be installed, configured or active on your server system.
An important feature of the new Process Monitor, not available even in the Management Console, is
the ability to perform a search across all logs for a particular string. For example, you might use
this feature to search across all logs to find those that contain reference to a particular file name or
trading partner name.

Other Changes to Run History
Other changes associated with Processing Sequence run history include:
 The Run History for Transformation Maps will now include processing sequence runs that
executed the Transformation Map via the TRANSFORM activity. (Previously Run History
would only show usage of Transformation Maps that were directly included in the Processing
Sequence.)


A new Run History tab is now shown for all types of configurations. It will show the list of
Processing Sequence runs that loaded and used the selected configuration. Previously it was
not possible to directly identify the history of usage for a configuration.
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Find in Processing Sequence Log
The Processing Sequence Log window now provides a Find capability for searching an entire log for a
particular string. For example, you might use this feature to search the log for a particular file name
or trading partner name.

Other Changes to Processing Sequence Logging
Other changes associated with Processing Sequence logging include:
 Some changes have been made to the escalation of logging levels when the logging level is
set to Automatic. Firstly, when processing a CATCH (Errors) directive following an activity,
transformation map or processing sequence that ended in error, LANSA Composer now
restores the logging level that applied before the escalation that resulted from the error.
(Previously the escalated level remained in effect for the remainder of the Processing
Sequence unless otherwise changed, despite the fact that the error was "caught".) Secondly,
when an activity, transformation map or processing sequence ends with a Warning status,
the logging level is temporarily escalated and then restored such that detailed log messages
that were issued prior to the Warning (to the extent of the cache) will be written to the log.
In effect, this is similar to the handling for an error status except that the pre-escalation
logging level is immediately and unconditionally restored following the Warning.


The LANSA Integrator tracing value in System Settings has been extended to allow a choice
between No, Yes and Automatic options. The Automatic option preserves the existing
behavior when LANSA Integrator tracing is selected – that is, LANSA Integrator trace data is
retained in the LANSA Integrator trace directory only if an exception occurs. The new Yes
option enables LANSA Integrator tracing unconditionally – that is the LANSA Integrator trace
data is retained in the LANSA Integrator trace directory unconditionally.



The JSM trace directory names associated with LANSA Composer activities and events now
contain more information to make it easier to locate a specific trace while browsing the JSM
trace folders.
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7. Transformation Maps
There are several enhancements to the Transformation Map support in this version of LANSA
Composer:
 LANSA Composer is fully compatible with the latest (at time of release) MapForce versions,
especially for "catalogued" map information.
 For Transformation Maps Prepared with this version, the Catalogued tab will now display the
last-changed date and time for the map definition (.mfd) file at the time of the Prepare.
 Guidance for connecting to MySQL databases and Firebird databases is provided in new
Example Database Connections for… sections in Appendix C of the LANSA Composer Guide.

If you update to the latest version of the mapping tool (Altova MapForce version 2016R2), the
following new capabilities will be available (relative to MapForce version 2014R2):
 New component type: Simple Output.


New mode for FlexText "Split Once" option: Delimited (line starts with).



FlexText split and switch using regular expressions



New language argument available in the format-date and format-dateTime functions.



New sequence function: replicate-item.



New string padding functions: pad-string-left and pad-string-right.



New aggregate functions: min-string and max-string enable you to get the minimum or
maximum value from a sequence of strings.



Option to suppress the <?xml ... ?> declaration in XML output.



Support for reading Strict Open XML Excel 2013 files.



Support for TRADACOMS EDI.



Support for EDIFACT D14A, D14B and D15A and X12 5040, 6030 and 6040 standards.



Database versions support extended to include: SQL Server 2014, Oracle 12c, IBM DB2 10.5,
PostgreSQL 9.4, MySQL 5.6.



Firebird databases are supported.



You can search for all occurrences of a function within the active mapping (in the Libraries
window, right-click the function, and select Find All Calls).

NB: The minimum supported Java version for use with Altova MapForce version 2015R3 and later is
Java 1.7.
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In addition, further significant changes to Transformation Maps support are described under the
following headings:
 Mapping “Rules” View
 Support for Output Components in Transformation Maps
 Find Transformation Maps by Data Item / Field Name
Mapping “Rules” View
LANSA Composer is enhanced to provide a new read-only mapping “Rules” view (command tab).

Mapping rules are inferred from the Transformation map definition. They provide an alternate way
to visualize and document your Transformation Maps.
They do not purport to be a complete representation of all aspects of a Transformation Map
definition - that remains the view when the map is opened in the mapping tool (Altova MapForce).
But the Rules view presents a “narrative” representation of the map that focuses on the data item
mappings in a way that can sometimes be unclear for a complex map when viewing it in the
mapping tool.
You can choose between displaying the mapping “rules” for the Transformation Map as it was last
prepared or according to the currently-saved map definition. The Last Saved tab can be useful in
the course of editing a complex map. Each time you make a significant change in the mapping tool,
you can save your changes and then switch to LANSA Composer’s Mapping Rules view and click
Refresh to see the latest version of your map represented as inferred mapping rules.
In addition to a number of viewing options and configurations, the rules may be printed and/or
exported to a CSV file for further processing using the tool of your choice - for example, Microsoft
Excel.
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Support for Output Components in Transformation Maps
MapForce version 2015, release 3 (2015R3) introduced support for a new type of “simple output”
component.
LANSA Composer now supports this type of component, allowing your map to return a string value
to a LANSA Composer Processing Sequence.
You might use this capability to perform simple interrogations of all file types supported by
MapForce or to perform validations or other manipulations of an input file or database and return a
result that your Processing Sequence can then use in further processing.
The illustration below is taken from the supplied example Transformation Map EXAMPLE_MAPOUT1.
It builds a comma-separated list of the part numbers contained in the Tutorial Order xml file and
returns it in the simple output component.

A Processing Sequence that executes this Transformation map can receive the string result and
process it further as required. A new example Processing Sequence (EXAMPLE_CSV02) is supplied
illustrating this.
Although the example map shown returns a comma-separated list of values in its string result, a
simple string value is equally possible and valid.
However, to assist with cases that build a comma-separated list, as in the example, a new
PARSE_CSV activity has also been provided in this version.
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Find Transformation Maps by Data Item / Field Name
A new section has been added to the Find Transformation maps window that allows you to filter/find
Transformation maps by specifying part or all of the name of a data item that is mapped.
In the most general sense data item names are the names used in the Transformation Map for any
node or item that is the source or target of a connection. They can include field names (for a
database component), element or attribute names (for an XML component) and so on.

NB: Transformation maps must have been prepared with THIS version of LANSA Composer for this
new find capability to be effective.
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8. New web-browser interfaces for LANSA Composer
This version of LANSA Composer provides a completely new Management Console suite of web
applications for operational control and management of:
 LANSA Composer Processing Sequence throughput, and
 LANSA Composer Transaction Document throughput
The new applications are designed using the latest web application technologies to be responsive for
use in multiple browsers on desktop computers and mobile devices alike.

These components replace the existing Operations Console and Transaction Document Statistics
applications. The existing applications are still shipped in this version of LANSA Composer, but will
be removed in a future version. Customers should switch to using the new Management Console
equivalents.
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9. New and Enhanced Activities
The following supplied activities are new or revised for this version of LANSA Composer:


The new CALL_RUBY and CALL_RUBY_EX activities support executing Ruby scripts from
LANSA Composer Processing Sequences.



The COPY_FILE and MOVE_FILE activities have been extended with a new REPLACE
parameter that allows the LANSA Composer solution to specify that the file copied or moved
should replace an existing file of the same name in the target location.



The COPY_FILE, MOVE_FILE and DELETE_FILE activities now explicitly support the use of a
pattern in the source file name to allow more than one file (matching the pattern) to be
copied, moved or deleted at once. (Customers using LANSA Composer on Windows servers
may have found they could successfully do this before, but explicit support has now been
added, and in particular it is now supported on IBM i servers.)



Arising from the previously mentioned changes to COPY_FILE, MOVE_FILE, DELETE_FILE and
in order to ensure full upwards compatibility for existing solutions the existing COPY_FILE,
MOVE_FILE, DELETE_FILE and RENAME_FILE activities have been deprecated (as
ZZCOPY_FILE, ZZMOVE_FILE etc.) and new versions of them have been supplied instead.
This means existing solutions will continue to use the deprecated versions of the activities
until/unless they are explicitly changed, and therefore their behavior is assured to remain
unaffected by implementation changes that were necessary to support the new functionality.



The DISCOVER_EDI activity now provides access to a list of the validation errors in the new
EDIVALERRORS output parameter.



A new FINDINLIST activity finds the first entry in a variable list matching a specified value.



The new FOR_EACH_SQL_QUERY activity queries a database using an SQL SELECT statement
and iterates for each row in the result set. Using this iterator activity might be more
convenient or offer performance benefits over an alternative implementation using the
existing SQL_QUERY activity.



The behavior of the FTP_INBOUND activity has changed such that it no longer tolerates
errors that occur on the FTP GET operations. In order to ensure full upwards compatibility for
existing solutions the existing FTP_INBOUND activity has been deprecated (as
ZZFTP_INBOUND). This means existing solutions will continue to use the deprecated version
of the activity until/unless they are explicitly changed.



The existing HTTP activities have been renamed and extended and a new suite of advanced
HTTP activities are supplied as described in 3. HTTP Outbound (Client) and Inbound (Server)
Processing.



A new JSM_BINDSCRIPT activity is provided to support the new 2. JSM Binding Scripts
feature.



New MUTEX_ACQUIRE and MUTEX_RELEASE activities provide for acquiring and releasing
locks for a conceptual “resource” such that a LANSA Composer solution can prevent
concurrent use of the “resource”. For example, a LANSA Composer solution could use these
activities to protect access to a call to a web service whose implementation prohibits
concurrent use. A new example processing sequence, EXAMPLE_MUTEX01, is supplied as a
simple illustration of the use of these activities.
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A new PARSE_CSV activity is provided to parse a string of comma-separated values and
extract and return the individual “column” values contained in it.



A new PATHCHECK activity checks the existence of a file or folder path.



To assist in constructing working or intermediate file paths, the PATHMAKE activity now
supports new special values *UNIQUEID and *TIMESTAMP for the FILEIN parameter.



A new PATHSEPREMOVE activity removes the trailing path separator (‘\’ or ‘/’) from a
specified folder path, if present. When used in conjunction with PATHSPLIT, for example, this
provides the capability to traverse the folders in a folder path.



New PGP_ENCODE and PGP_DECODE activities provide support for encrypting and decrypting
files using PGP.



A new SQL_GETJSMHANDLE activity is provided for use in custom solutions, typically using a
custom activity that wishes to perform highly-customized SQL processing using the LANSA
Integrator SQLService connection opened by the SQL_CONNECT activity.



New STRINGLEN, STRINGPOS, STRINGPOSLAST, STRINGREPLACE and STRINGREPLACEPOS
activities provide new opportunities to interrogate and manipulate string values in processing
sequence variables.



The TRANSFORM activity has been extended with a new output parameter that permits it to
receive the string value returned by Transformation Maps that use a simple output
component. Such maps can be created in MapForce version 2015 release 3 (2015R3) and
later.
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10. Other New and Enhanced Features
Amongst other revisions in this version of LANSA Composer are:
 A number of minor revisions have been made to the LANSA Composer client user interface.
These include: Some revisions and/or reorganization of available menu options; Revisions
of the functions available on the toolbar; Removal of Save, Refresh, Print and Run
pushbuttons from most command handlers and re-implemented on the menus and toolbar
with appropriate accelerators such as Ctrl+S to save changes and F5 to refresh; Slight
alterations to presentation of the Navigator, including use of spacing and bold for clearer
presentation; The Navigator visibility can be turned on or off using a new View menu option.


The LANSA Composer Document Manager also benefits from the foregoing changes. In
addition, the Documents, Interchanges, Groups and Messages find/filter and instance list
presentation and behavior have been updated to be consistent with the changes previously
made to the main LANSA Composer client in version 5.0. The instance lists for these items
present tabs that organize available items by date, by document type and by trading partner.
The Find window offers the same search criteria as the filters in version 5.0. In addition, a
"quick find" box allows search for items directly by document/envelope id. Find and instance
list loading should generally be faster than in version 5.0.



Various options affecting the appearance and behavior of the LANSA Composer client
application have been aggregated in a single LANSA Composer Options window, accessible
from the Tools menu. This includes appearance, export and import and printing options,
each of which previously its own individual options windows. Some new options are offered.



All the remaining object/instance browsers throughout the client application have been
revised to offer an interface, organization and features that are consistent with those
introduced for the main instance lists and filters in LANSA Composer version 5.0. Many parts
of the user-interface benefit from this change, including the palettes in the Processing
Sequence Editor, selection of Linked Maps and Linked Configurations for Trading Partners and
the prompters for activity and processing sequence parameter values.



Some users had reported an issue in prior versions whereby the instance lists shown
sometimes did not match the business object selected in the Navigator. This has been
corrected.



A new option is provided in the LANSA Composer Options window to Automatically expand
alphabetical groups. When selected, this has the effect of automatically expanding the
alphabetical groups on the All <items> tab of the instance lists, thereby providing the option
of immediate access to a full list of available definitions for those who prefer that behavior.



The FTP outbound configuration has been extended with a Replace archive file drop-down
option to provide the option of replacing an existing file of the same name in the archive
directory when archiving sent outbound files.
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The System Information tab of System Settings has been revised to show additional
information about the LANSA run-time environment in which LANSA Composer is installed on
your LANSA Composer server. In addition the displayed system information can now be
printed.



For IBM i servers, this version of LANSA Composer provides a new RTVLCRUN (Retrieve
LANSA Composer Result) command that allows an IBM i Control Language program to
retrieve information about a completed processing sequence run, including the run number,
result code and the values of output parameters.



Up to twenty characters (previously 15) are now allowed in definition names – this applies to
all definition items including activities, trading partners, transformation maps, processing
sequences and configurations.



All definitions (activities, trading partners, maps, process sequences. all types of
configurations, etc.) now default to status 'Active' for new instances.



LANSA Composer documentation/help is now provided in HTML format. The HTML format
replaces the .CHM files used previously. The documentation/help will open in the user's
default web-browser.
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aXes 3.1.1
1. New Features
Application wide jQuery Themes
jQuery themes enable users and developers to create a theme for their application. A theme is a
combination of styles applied to different elements making the look and feel of the application
consistent.
We have redesigned the way aXes looks on the client level to enable application wide jQuery
themes. There is now an option to activate jQuery themes on the application for your existing
projects. This option is automatically turned on for new projects.
When the jQuery option is activated, the application will use jQuery extensions where possible,
without any changes necessary. If another jQuery theme is required for a particular screen, it is
possible to apply the jQuery themes extensions which will take precedence over the selected
application wide jQuery theme. In any case, individual CSS items take the highest priority and can
be applied on any themes.

By default, there won’t be any change to existing applications, and if not activated for jQuery,
existing projects will continue to use the basic extensions.
You can also dynamically change the jQuery theme by calling the SETAXESJQUERYTHEME() API.
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The following extensions can adopt a jQuery theme:
Checkbox
Date

Default Visualization

Dropdown

Group Box

HyperLink

Label

Message Handler

Mobile Camera

Mobile Email

Mobile SMS

Multitype Input Box

Push Button

Quick Pick Menu

Radio Button

Screen Data Viewer

Simple Box

Simple Line

Simple Stripe

Spin Edit

Subfile Scroller

jQuery Keypad

The login page has been modified to use the jQuery Themes.
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We have added jQuery themes to the product and therefore the ability to apply it to all controls on
the screen. They can also be set programmatically.
See below for Redmond:

Blitzer:

Humanity:

And more…
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You can also add your own theme by designing them on the jQueryUI website using the theme roller
(https://jqueryui.com/themeroller/)
Individual controls can still be styles with background colors as you can see on the 3 screenshots
above (green exit button)
Single Sign On
(SSO) Single Sign On (SSO) is a user authentication process which permits a user to enter one
name and password in order to access multiple applications. SSO has now been implemented in
aXes to work with Kerberos authentication servers KDC and the Enterprise Entity Mapping (EIM) of
IBM i.
The Spool File Manager and Data Explorer have also been updated to make the SSO authentication
process available to users. Users who want to use the SSO feature in aXes must have EIM already
setup and working on their IBM i system.
ConnectorJS
ConnectorJS is a JavaScript library containing APIs developers can call to use resources provided by
IBM i servers from JavaScript in a browser. The JavaScript APIs interface with ConnectorJS Server
installed on a server. Resources include programs, commands, files, folders, email, program data
queues, messaging software using the Java Message Service (JMS) API, and WebSocket
connections. ConnectorJS and ConnectorJS Server are included in aXes.

Connector JS allows you to integrate many resources and services with axes.
For example, it is now easy to realize an email form. See below:
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You can also integrate Db query with aXes by using Connector JS.
For example, the developer designs his/her query with aXes DE:

Afterwards, the same query can be run within axes, by passing the specified parameters.
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Clicking go would produce the following dialog:

Or explore files in a specific folder.

Almost anything is possible with connector JS.
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2. New eXtensions
2a. New Mobile eXtensions
The suite of mobile extensions has been designed to work with aXes Mobile and make the
integration with mobile devices easier to implement for developers.
MobileCamera
The mobile Camera eXtension integrates with the camera of the mobile device allowing the
developer to set a wide range of features such as:
 Take Photos
 Take Videos
 Enable annotation
 Allow editing of the picture
 Save the picture to the Photo Gallery
 Save the image on the server

MobileSMS
The mobile SMS extension integrates with the phone capability of the mobile device. On an Apple
tablet it can send iMessages. It is unavailable on other tablets.
The features available are:
 Set the message text to be included in the message
 Define the recipient of the message.
Both of these features can be programmatically set.
MobileSendEmail
The mobile Send Email extension allows the user to send emails through the email application
installed on their mobile device. The following properties can be set:
 The Recipient, CC, BCC
 The subject and text of the Email

2b. New Common eXtensions
New common extensions are available for desktop and mobile, and only for TS2. We have also
modernized some old eXtensions.
Autocomplete
This extension provides the user with the ability to add auto- complete functionality to an input field
or an edit box. This is a non-visual extension and needs to be used in conjunction with a visual
extension.
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The auto-complete extension works with the following data types:
 Fixed values
 XML file
 Static table
 Dynamic tables
Additional features include:
 The ability to delay (in seconds) the display of the suggestions list
 The minimum number of characters required to show the suggestions list.

Scrollable Subfile Table
This extension allows multiple pages of subfile data to be displayed in a dynamic grid where the user
can scroll up and down. Originally, only one page of subfile records could be viewed on the screen
and this limits the user’s viewing of subfile records per page, without having a complete view of the
whole subfile.
When the Page Up and Page Down key is pressed, the subfile data is aggregated in the grid allowing
the user to view all the contents at once.
The user can decide how many pages are initially loaded in the grid or if the data should be loaded
from the first page of the subfile.
Tabs
This extension enables the inclusion of tabs in any screen. Tabs can be useful to categorize and
separate information, increase the screen real estate and therefore include more information and
controls. This can also help with designing modern screens since this extension uses jQuery.

Some




of the features include:
Addition, removal of tab sheets
Sorting and reorganization of tabs
Orientation of the tabs (vertical or horizontal)

Extensions can be added to each individual tabs by drag and drop on to the tab area.
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GPS Location
Your location can be displayed using information on the screen, your browser location, or your
mobile device location.

Updated Google Graph extensions
The google graph have been enhanced to use the latest version from Google.
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3. Webqueue
With web queue you can use web sockets connections to the axes server. Web sockets connections
allows notification to come from the server to the client without having to send a request first.
In our demonstration we open a web socket connection to the server. Once the connection is “live”
the server can send us data.
For instance, in a HR management system, when the employee is uploading a performance review
to the server a notification could be sent to the Manager for review. See below the notification in the
bottom right corner.

Clicking on the link will open the document, which can then be annotated, by including a signature
for example.

The document can be saved back to the server where it can be stored.
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4. Developer Tools
TS2 development tool modernization
The TS2 development tool released with the previous version, generated mixed feedback from our
customers. We have therefore concentrated our efforts on bringing the following improvements and
efficiencies.









A new toolbar has been added at the top of the design screen in order to provide rapid access
to common features.
A new “eXtensions Toolbox” has been implemented on the eXtensions panel. The toolbox will
enable developers to drag and drop extensions directly onto the design area. Each extensions
in the toolbox has a help button to provide fast access to documentation.
Drag-and-select has been implemented to help with selecting multiple elements on the
design screen.
Subfile customization has been enhanced to include customization of styling features applied
automatically to the whole column.
The removal of the default customization when adding a visual extension.
Stick to grid when moving controls (10px by 10px).
The removal of extensions using the delete key.

5. Browser Support



aXes-TS2 now supports Microsoft Edge.
aXes-TS and aXes-TS2 have ended support for Internet Explorer 8 and 9.
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6. Compatibility Consideration
VLF-WIN RAMP
The aXes 3.11 upgrade may impact VLF-WIN RAMP applications that use the aXes-TS2 engine.
Please note that this change only potentially impacts VLF-WIN applications using RAMP powered by
the aXes-TS2 engine. No other RAMP usage contexts are impacted. The change is that the HTML
page initially loaded for RAMP-aXes TS2 sessions now uses special tag:
<meta http-equiv=”X_UA-Compatible” content=IE=Edge” ?>
The X-UA-Compatible tag alters the web browser version that the Microsoft active-X browser control
imbedded in VLF-WIN RAMP applications uses. The IE-Edge setting indicates that the latest IE
browser version installed on the PC should be used to render web pages and execute JavaScript. The
potential impact of this change is that your custom RAMP scripting may not be compatible with an
end users installed IE browser version, so some testing is advised.
If you are developing or testing custom JavaScript or HTML, you should be aware that:
 The Microsoft Active-X browser control is not strictly the same as IE. It is a hybrid version of
IE referred to as Trident or MSHTML. Trident is used in many thousands of Windows
applications. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trident_(layout_engine).
 The DOM browser agent string and some JavaScript used for browser version identification
may not correctly identify the version of IE that the Trident browser is executing.
For example, it may tell you IE7, but it is actually executing in IE11 mode.

7. Supported Platforms
The Supported Platforms section of the aXes Website (http://www.axeslive.com/support) includes
details about the IBM i servers, operating system versions and browsers you can use with aXes.
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8. Summary
With axes 311 we can turn this:

Into this:
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ODBC Connection error after upgrade from
MapForce 2016SP1 to 2016R2 or 2016R2SP1
Mapforce 2016R2SP1 has been released. The connection behavior described below is also present in
Mapforce 2016R2SP1 and the advice and ways to work around the issue detailed below are
applicable to both Mapforce 2016R2 and Mapforce 2016R2SP1.
It seems that the behavior of MapForce when establishing an ODBC connection has changed
between MapForce 2016SP1 and 2016R2, such that previously successful ODBC connections can no
longer be established when existing maps are opened. Further, the failed connection attempt(s)
result in user profiles becoming disabled on the database server - which can be a significant
inconvenience for corporate customers.
An existing map, for example, LCD_ORDERSIN_02.mfd, can be successfully opened in MapForce
Version 2016, service pack 1 (2016SP1) and you are prompted (as expected) for credentials to
connect to the database server.

After completing the sign on dialog, the map opens correctly:
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After installing MapForce Version 2016, Release 2 (2016R2) and rebooting the PC, if you attempt to
open LCD_ORDERSIN_02.mfd again, this time you will not be prompted as expected for credentials
to connect to the database server, and the ODBC connection fails.

The text of the messages in the Messages pane:
LCD_ORDERSIN_02.mfd: Consistency validation failed - 1 error(s), 0 warning(s)
The component TXDOC_DATABASE does not have any valid structure information.
Database Connection Error
Reason: Failed to connect to the database
Unknown Error occurred while trying to open the connection.
[IBM][System i Access ODBC Driver]Communication link failure. comm rc=8002 - CWBSY0002 Password for user on system LANSA is not correct, Password length = 0, Prompt Mode = Never,
System IP Address = 123.123.123.123
In addition to the failure, the user profile will be disabled on the IBM i server. The IBM i server
generally does this automatically after three failed connection attempts (this may be different
depending on your companies failed login policy) so this indicates that MapForce (or the driver) has
unsuccessfully attempted the connection at least three times.
This Mapforce change of behavior has been reported to Altova. In the meantime, this issue can be
avoided or worked around as follows:
 Don't upgrade to 2016R2 until it has been confirmed by LANSA that this issue is resolved.
 Using appropriate Connection settings, make sure you have connected (via 5250 or iNav)
with Client Access before opening maps. Contact LANSA support if assistance is required with
the connection settings.
 Use a DSN-less connection string by embedding the password in the connection string (
PWD=XXXXX; ) Contact LANSA support if assistance is required with this workaround.
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LANSA Composer Upgrade on IBM i may restore IFS
content to the wrong location
When upgrading LANSA Composer on an IBM i server from version 5.0 to version 6.0, in some cases
the IFS content may be restored to the wrong location. As a result, some new or revised content
may not be properly further deployed to the correct run-time locations, rendering some LANSA
Composer features inoperable. For example, the files necessary to support the new web-browser
based Management console may not be properly deployed, rendering the Management Console
inoperable.
This happens if the LANSA Composer system setting Default trading partner linked directory no
longer corresponds exactly to the location of the root IFS directory for LANSA Composer content.
The root IFS directory containing the LANSA Composer files is often a location like this:
/LANSA_Composer_licpgmlib/LIC

If the Default trading partner linked directory value is set to another location (as it frequently and
legitimately is), then this issue will arise. For example, many customers set it to a location like this:
/LANSA_Composer_licpgmlib/LIC/TPS

In this example, new or revised content that should have been restored to the first location is
restored to the Default trading partner linked directory instead.
This will be corrected for future versions.
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In the meantime, depending on whether you have already upgraded, you should follow one of the
following procedures:

If you have not already upgraded, follow this procedure to avoid the issue.
Immediately before you begin the upgrade (and while no LANSA Composer processing sequences
are active), do these steps:
1. Determine the directory on your system that is the root IFS directory containing the LANSA
Composer files – for example /LANSA_Composer_licpgmlib/LIC.
If you are unsure of the location, display the data area DCXLIDD01 in the LANSA Composer
program library (for example, DSPDTAARA LICPGMLIB/DCXLIDD01). Take note of the path
beginning in position 7 and add ‘/LIC’ to it.
2. Start a LANSA Composer client, go to System Settings and check the value of the Default
trading partner linked directory setting.
3. If they are the same, you will not be affected by this issue and you can immediately
disregard the rest of this procedure.
4. If they are different, then (a) make a note of the current value, and (b) set the value of the
Default trading partner linked directory setting to the value from step 1.
5. Make sure you close the LANSA Composer client before proceeding with the upgrade.
Now proceed with the upgrade. When the upgrade has completed, perform these steps:
6. Install and start the LANSA Composer 6 client software, connect to the server and complete
the LANSA Composer Server Initialization as usual.
7. Start the LANSA Composer client, go to System Settings and restore the value of the Default
trading partner linked directory setting to the value you noted in step 4.

If you have already upgraded, follow this procedure to diagnose and remedy the issue.
Follow these steps to determine whether your system is affected by this issue and to correct it if
necessary:
1. Determine the directory on your system that is the root IFS directory containing the LANSA
Composer files – for example /LANSA_Composer_licpgmlib/LIC.
If you are unsure of the location, display the data area DCXLIDD01 in the LANSA Composer
program library (for example, DSPDTAARA LICPGMLIB/DCXLIDD01). Take note of the path
beginning in position 7 and add ‘/LIC’ to it.
2. Start a LANSA Composer client, go to System Settings and check the value of the Default
trading partner linked directory setting.
3. If they are the same, you have not been affected by this issue and you can immediately
disregard the rest of this procedure.
4. If they are different, then files and directories that should have been restored to the directory
from step (1) have been restored to the Default trading partner linked directory instead. You
should contact LANSA Support and request Hotfix 004 for LANSA Composer version 6.0. The
hotfix contains software and instructions to correct your LANSA Composer installation.

Note:
LANSA Composer on Windows servers is not affected by this issue.
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LANSA Composer help doesn't open when using MS
Edge as the default browser
This issue affects LANSA Composer V6.0 on Windows 10 with Microsoft Edge version 25.10586.0.0
as the default browser. If an instance of Microsoft Edge is already open, pressing F1 to open the
LANSA Composer online help do not open correctly.
Note:
You may not observe this issue if your Microsoft Edge browser version is not version 25.10586.0.0
or greater. Microsoft Edge is updated to version 25.10586.0.0 via the latest Microsoft updates.

If the default browser is Microsoft Edge (version 25.10586.0.0) and an instance of Edge is already
open, then a new Edge window opens but it does not navigate to the required URL for the online
help/docs.
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For example, if you have already pressed F1 on SMTP server configuration in LANSA Composer and
you now press F1 on POP3 mail, this time the help doesn’t appear and the browser home page is
displayed instead.

If no instance of Microsoft Edge is open (or another default browser is being used), it works fine.

Solution
After applying the hotfix, when Microsoft Edge is the default browser and the help is being accessed
from a locally-installed copy (as is the case in LANSA Composer 6 as shipped), the help will open in
Microsoft Internet Explorer instead of Microsoft Edge.
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